
GRAPHIC GRAPHITE—IT’S NOT JUST BLACK & WHITE
Anne Havel - Outline and Outcomes

Using a torch, line creation and imagery using graphite and painting enamels within your piece will be
demonstrated. Starting from an opaque base, that will be matted, graphite drawings will be added.  Firing the piece
to maintain the full integrity of the drawings will be explained. Following the drawings, adding painting enamels for
additional depth and interest will be covered.

WHAT ELSE WILL BE COVERED:
● Torch safety and how to use various torches
● how to determine appropriate tip size
● ways of containing the heat to expedite enamel flow
● Metal preparation, including forming
● various gauges of metal and how to decide which is best for each situation
● metal-forming to create more stable pieces
● use of necessary small tools for creation of the pieces such as forming hammers, jewelers saw, files,

sandpaper or wheels (if available), scratching tools, and other tools, should they become necessary
● use of liquid and powdered enamels
● different approaches to firing based on the size of the piece

THE OBJECTIVES/INTENDED OUTCOMES

● enable new students of enameling to be able to continue to torch-fire at home after the class.
● Present those who are already enameling new information about torch-firing and/or enameling

techniques that they may not have in their skill sets.
● Inspire more people to pursue the art of enameling, generate enthusiasm, and increase the dialogue

around the art-form, even if they choose to use their skills with a kiln.
● Completed enamel piece(s) that the student can share in the facebook group.
● Demonstrate to the students that, while torch-firing is not necessarily hard, it is a more

time-consuming process than kiln firing, there is more problem-solving needed with torch-firing,
and the exciting differences between the two methods of firing.

● Optimal use of graphite within your piece.
● Use of painting enamels combined with graphite
● Learn from each other.  Everyone has something to teach.


